If the topology and geometry of spacetime are quantum-mechanically variable, then the particular classical large-scale topology and geometry observed in our universe must be statistical predictions of its initial condition. This paper examines the predictions of the "no boundary" initial condition for the present large-scale topology and geometry. Finite-action real tunneling solutions of Einstein s equation are important for such predictions. These consist of compact Riemannian (Euclidean) geometries joined to a Lorentzian cosmological geometry across a spacelike surface of vanishing extrinsic curvature. The classification of such solutions is discussed and general constraints on their topology derived. For example, it is shown that, if the Euclidean Ricci tensor is positive, then a real tunneling solution can nucleate only a single connected Lorentzian spacetime (the unique conception theorem). Explicit examples of real tunneling solutions driven by a cosmological constant are exhibited and their implications for cosmic baldness described. It is argued that the most probable large-scale spacetime predicted by the real tunneling solutions of the "no-boundary" initial condition has the topology R X S' with the de Sitter metric.
I. INTRODUCTION
A geometry is a manifold with a metric. In a sumover-histories quantum mechanics of spacetime it is, therefore, as natural to sum over manifolds as it is over metrics. Admitting different manifolds to the sums over geometries defining quantum amplitudes means allowing different possibilities for the topology of physical spacetime and allowing also for the possibility of quantum transitions between the topology of space at one time and another. This raises interesting questions.
As far as we know today, there are no certain reasons of principle or consistency which mandate the inclusion of topology as a variable in the quantum mechanics of spacetime. The idea has been opposed by some as inconsistent with the spirit of field theory. However, the seminal considerations of Wheeler' and BM~. To make a construction such as this definite, the class of manifolds, the measure for the functional integrals, and the contour C over which these integrals are taken must be specified. Various possibilities have been suggested for these. ' ' The "no-boundary" proposal, such as any other theory of the initial condition, has the heavy burden to show that when the universe is large it predicts classical spacetime with a topology and metric consistent with observations on familiar and large scales.
Classical spacetime is predicted by a theory of the initial condition when two requirements are satisfied. (i) There is negligible interference between alternative histories for spacetime geometry determined on scales far above the Planck length. That is, the alternative histories decohere. ' (ii) 
The intersection X =2M"A2ML is the three-sphere Fig. 3 cannot take place. It is important to realize, however, that the unique conception theorem is crucially dependent upon our assumption that the Ricci tensor is positive. If we consider matter for which this assumption is violated (such as the four-form used by Giddings and Strominger ) then one can find real tunneling solutions in which X has more than one connected component. In the four-form case there is a conserved global charge whose sum over the disconnected components of X must equal zero. In other words, the creation of universe-antiuniverse pairs is enforced by charge conservation. In the absence of a conserved global charge and, in particular, for pure gravity with a positive cosmological term, however, our theorem shows that only single universe production is allowed. ' Proof: To have Mtt compact a, b, and c cannot all remain nonzero, we must "close off the space. " This can be done if one or three of a, b, and c vanish. This is because the orbits of SU(2) must collapse in dimension. The collapsed orbits are still homogeneous spaces of SU(2).
IV. EXPLICIT TUNNELING SOLUTIONS
The only possibilities are zero-dimensional points (nuts) for which a =b =c=0 or two dimensional subspaces (" bolts of the second kind") for which one of a, b, c vanishes and the other two become equal. The resulting bolt is thus either an S or an RP . Now, let us suppose that a, b, and c are all unequal on X. With no loss of generality we may then assume a b) a -c )0. -The right-hand sides of (4.8) and (4.9) are thus initially strictly positive. It follows from (4.8) and (4.9 ) that a -p and a -y are both initially positive and for all subsequent times strictly positive. Thus, if a, b, and c start unequal they will remain unequal and no nut or bolt can arise. Thus, we must have a =b or a =c (or both) at~=0. But then a =b or a =c (or both) The predictions of the "no-boundary" proposal for the large-scale geometry of the universe are particularly easy to extract if one restricts attention to the real tunneling solutions discussed in this paper, even if one considers all of them as potential contributors to the steepest-descents approximation. This is because for a real tunneling solution the real part of the action comes entirely from the part of the manifold M"on which the geometry is Riemannian. For the examples discussed here, IR is independent of (h, g) and depends only on M. In this case, assuming the strong form of cosmic censorship which implies that topology cannot change classically, we predict that the large-scale Lorentzian geometry has the topology R X X with a weight proportional to exp( Ia ).
The unique conception theorem shows that there are no real tunneling solutions for which the Lorentzian spacetime is disconnected if Euclidean matter energy is positive. Were this the case, the first conclusion would, therefore, be that the "no-boundary" proposal predicts that the large-scale topology of spacetime is connected. 
